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Can	decep3on	
become	visible	from	
the	discourse	
structure	of	text?	



Decep3on	and	discourse	structure	
•  A	lot	of	forms	of	human	intellectual	and	communica3on	ac3vity	are	associated	with	

certain	discourse	structures.		
•  Rhetorical	Structure	Theory	(RST)	is	a	good	means	to	express	correla3on	between	such	

form	of	ac3vity	and	its	representa3on	in	how	associated	thoughts	are	organized	in	
text.	

•  Rhetoric	Structure	Theory	present	a	hierarchical,	connected	structure	of	a	text	as	a	
Discourse	Tree,	with	rhetorical	rela3ons	between	the	parts	of	it.		

•  Logical	Argumenta3on	needs	a	certain	combina3on	of	rhetorical	rela3ons	of	
Elabora'on,	Contrast,	Cause	and	A1ribu'on.			

•  Persuasiveness	relies	on	certain	structures	linking	Elabora'on,	A1ribu'on	and	
Condi'on.		

•  Explana3on	needs	to	rely	on	certain	chains	of	Elabora'on	rela3ons	plus	Explana'on	
and	Cause	

•  A	rhetorical	agreement	between	a	ques3on	and	an	answer	is	based	on	specific	
mappings	between	the	rhetorical	rela3ons	of	Contrast,	Cause,	A1ribu'on	and	
Condi'on	between	the	former	and	the	la,er.	

•  Discourse	trees	turned	out	to	be	helpful	to	form	a	dialogue	and	to	build	dialogue	from	
text,	to	be,er	understand	the	structure	of	texts.		

Если	вас	обвесят	на	базаре,	то	неважно,	будут	это	яблоки,	груши	или	
бананы.	Важно	как	с	вами	взаимодействует	продавец,	какова	структура	

этого	взаимодействия	



A	customer	complaint	and	its	
discourse	tree	

“I	have	accounts	with	them	for	almost	10	years,	
I	hated	it	their	customer	service!	Worst	one	
ever.	I	don't	know	what's	their	problems,	I'm	
not	recommending	their	services	and	banking	
to	anybody,	I	stopped	using	their	credit	cards	
already!	The	only	reason	I	can't	close	my	
accounts	with	them,	it	could	drop	my	credit	
score.	I	will	not	close	my	credit	cards,	but	I'm	
not	definitely	using	them	so	they	can't	make	
money	from	on	us!	I	just	had	conversa3on	with	
a	supervisor	from	California	called	Steve	he	and	
his	representa3ve	didn't	even	understand	my	
situa3on,	which	was	not	common	at	all,	
basically	didn't	want	to	help	me!”	

The	author	of	this	complaint	does	not	provide	
a	single	argument	backing	up	his	claim.	And	
the	author’s	statement	that	his	credit	history	
can	be	nega3vely	affected	by	his	closing	an	

account	is	a	misrepresenta3on.		



Speech	Acts	are	associated	with	
decep3on		 Communica3ve	discourse	tree		

for	the	Theranos	a,ack	on	Wall	
Street	Journal	acquisi3on		“It	is	
not	unusual	for	disgruntled	and	
terminated	employees	in	the	
heavily	regulated	health	care	
industry	to	file	complaints	in	an	
effort	to	retaliate	against	
employers	for	termina'on	of	
employment.	Regulatory	
agencies	have	a	process	for	
evalua'ng	complaints,	many	of	
which	are	not	substan'ated.	
Theranos	trusts	its	regulators	to	
properly	inves'gate	any	
complaints.”		

To	show	the	structure	of	a	decep3on,	discourse	rela3ons	are	necessary	
but	insufficient,	and	speech	acts	are	necessary	but	insufficient	as	well.	For	
the	paragraph	above,	we	need	to	know	the	discourse	structure	of	
interac3ons	between	agents,	and	what	kinds	of	interac3ons	they	are.		
file(employee,	complaint)	is	elaborated	by	retaliate(employee,	employer),	
and		
evaluate(regula'on,	complaints)	is	elaborated	by	trust(Theranos,	
regulators,	complainants).		



A	professional	
misrepresenta3on	

In	January	2017,	a	secret	dossier	was	leaked	to	the	press.	It	
had	been	compiled	by	a	former	Bri'sh	intelligence	official	
and	Russia	expert,	Christopher	Steele,	who	had	been	paid	to	
inves'gate	Mr	Trump's	'es	to	Russia.	
The	dossier	alleged	Moscow	had	compromising	material	on	
Mr	Trump,	including	claims	he	was	once	recorded	with	
pros'tutes	at	a	Moscow	hotel	during	a	2013	trip	for	one	of	
his	Miss	Universe	pageants.	Mr	Trump	empha'cally	denies	
this.	
The	file	purported	to	show	financial	and	personal	links	
between	Mr	Trump,	his	advisers	and	Moscow.	It	also	
suggested	the	Kremlin	had	cul'vated	Mr	Trump	for	years	
before	he	ran	for	president.	
Mr	Trump	dismissed	the	dossier,	arguing	its	contents	were	
based	largely	on	unnamed	sources.	It	was	later	reported	that	
Mr	Steele's	report	was	funded	as	opposi'on	research	by	the	
Clinton	campaign	and	Democra'c	Na'onal	Commi1ee.	
Fusion	GPS,	the	Washington-based	firm	that	was	hired	to	
commission	the	dossier,	had	previously	been	paid	via	a	
conserva've	website	to	dig	up	dirt	on	Mr	Trump.	
	Trump-Russia	link	acquisi3on	(BBC	2018]).	For	a	long	3me		it	was	unable	

to	confirm	the	claim,	so	the	story	is	repeated	over	and	over	again	to	
maintain	a	reader	expecta3on	that	it	would	be	instan3ated	one	day.	
There	is	neither	confirma3on	nor	rejec3on	that	the	dossier	exists,	and	the	
goal	of	the	author	is	to	make	the	audience	believe	that	such	dossier	does	
exist	neither	providing	evidence	nor	misrepresen3ng	events.	To	achieve	
this	goal,	the	author	can	a,ach	a	number	of	hypothe3cal	statements	
about	the	exis3ng	dossier	to	a	variety	of	mental	states	to	impress	the	
reader	in	the	authen3city	and	validity	of	the	topic.		



Ul3mate	Decep3on	Dataset	
•  The dataset of 2746 emotionally charged customer complaints includes 

descriptions of problems customers experienced with banks. 
•  Provides clear ground truth, based on available factual knowledge 

about the financial domain. 
•  Complaints reveal practices of banks during the financial crisis of 2007, 

such as manipulating an order of transactions to charge a highest 
possible amount of non-sufficient fund fees 

•  400 complaints are manually tagged with respect to the parameters 
related to argumentation and validity of text: perceived complaint 
validity, argumentation validity, presence of specific argumentation 
patterns, and detectable misrepresentation.  

•  Krippendorff’s alpha measure (for three annotators) is more that 80%. 
•  The rest 2,346 complains were auto-tagged based on the model trained 

on this 400 set. After that they have also been partially manually 
evaluated, so that the accuracy of auto tagging exceeds 75%. 

•  In e-commerce tasks, an analysis of online reviews reliability is needed.  
The dataset could be used in machine learning to detect if reviews or 
other online texts of similar genres are truthful or deceptive, based on 
their discourse features. 

	

The dataset is available at: 
https://github.com/bgalitsky/relevance-based-on-parse-trees/blob/master/examples/ultimateDeceptionAutoTagged.csv.zip 

The dataset is available at: 
https://github.com/bgalitsky/relevance-based-on-
parse-trees/blob/master/examples/
ultimateDeceptionAutoTagged.csv.zip 



Decep3on	Recogni3on	Pipeline	
•  Communicative Discourse Tree Construction. Rhetorical Structure Theory 

presents a hierarchical, connected structure of a text as a Discourse Tree (DT) with 
rhetorical relations between the parts of it. In communicative discourse trees 
(CDTs), the labels for communicative actions  (VerbNet expressions for verbs) are 
added to the discourse tree edges,  to show which speech acts are attached to 
which rhetoric relations; this structure helps to understand argumentation.  

•  Nearest Neighbor learning. To predict the label of the text, once the complete DT 
is built, one needs to compute its similarity with DTs for the positive class and verify 
that it is lower than similarity to the set of DTs for its negative class. Similarity 
between CDT's is defined by means of maximal common sub-DTs.  

•  SVM Tree Kernel learning. A DT can be represented by a vector of integer counts 
of each sub-tree type (without taking into account its ancestors). Tree Kernel 
builder tool  was used.  

For all texts, we use CDT-kernel learning approach. We combined Stanford NLP 
parsing, coreference resolution tool, entity extraction, CDT construction (based on 
automated discourse parser and Tree Kernel builder  
into one system.  
	



Finding	Fake	News	datasets	
•  Available	datasets	do	not	look	suitable.	It	is	hard	for	a	human	

to	differen3ate	between	genuine	and	fake	news.	
•  Fake	News:	“A	completely	fabricated	claim	or	story	created	

with	an	inten3on	to	deceive,	o�en	for	a	secondary	gain.”	
•  Unfortunately	the	fake	news	recogni3on	domain	is	very	

poli3cal.	Very	biased	in	the	West	because	the	community	is	
not	evenly	distributed	between	liberal	and	conserva3ve	

•  Nevertheless,	for	a	given	human	expert	and	assign	tags,	it	is	
usually	possible	to	find	a	discourse-level	correlate	

And	of	course	there	is	a	
family	of	methods	that	
classify	these	datasets	

“successfully”		



Evalua3on	

For	the	ini3al	and	automa3cally	derived	datasets,	we	show	(in	bold)	the	accuracies,	averaging	through	5x	cross-
valida3on.	For	the	bo,om	three	datasets,	we	tested	the	same	SVM	Tree	Kernel	model	trained	on	our	dataset.	Na3ve	
SVM	Light	assessment	is	used.	We	demonstrate	its	universality,	showing	its	applicability	to	texts	of	various	nature	such	
as	consumer	reviews.	For	genuine	reviews,	580	cases	of	decep3on	were	detected	which	were	false	posi3ves,	assuming	
that	review	writers	do	not	lie		

One	can	see	that	keyword-based	and	Naive	Bayes	classifier	perform	just	slightly	be,er	than	random,	
since	decep3on	manifests	itself	at	the	discourse	level,	not	the	syntac3c	one.	Then	we	observe	that	
proceeding	to	machine	learning	of	DTs	delivers	8%	gain	in	classifica3on	accuracy.	



Validating claims: trying to achieve the best 
of both worlds 
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Argument	mining	
community	extract	
arguments	from	text	but	
does	not	do	anything	with	
them	

Logical	argumenta3on	
community	reasons	about	
arguments	but	do	not	
extract	them	from	text	

We	are	building	a	pipeline	which	
extracts	arguments	from	text	and	
validates	(reasons	about)	them	

+	



 Arguments validation pipeline architecture 
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Forming Defeasible Logic Program 
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			We	build	an	example	of	a	DeLP	for	legal	reasoning	about	facts	extracted	
from	text.		
A	judge	hears	an	evic3on	case	and	wants	to	make	a	judgment	on	whether	
rent	was	provably	paid	(deposited)	or	not	(denoted	as	rent_receipt).	An	
input	is	a	text	where	a	defendant	is	expressing	his	point.	Underlined	words	
form	the	clause	in	DeLP,	and	the	other	expressions	formed	the	facts:	
		
The	landlord	contacted	me,	the	tenant,	and	the	rent	was	
requested.	However,	I	refused	the	rent	since	I	demanded	
repair	to	be	done.	I	reminded	the	landlord	about	necessary	
repairs,	but	the	landlord	issued	the	three-day	no'ce	
confirming	that	the	rent	was	overdue.	Regre_ully,	the	
property	s'll	stayed	unrepaired.	



Defeasible Logic Program 
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	Defeasible	Rules	Prepared	In	Advance	
rent_receipt		-<		rent_deposit_transac'on.	
rent_deposit_transac'on	-<	contact_tenant.	
┐rent_deposit_transac'on	-<contact_tenant,					
				three_days_no'ce_is_issued.		
┐rent_deposit_transac'on	-<	rent_is_overdue.		
┐repair_is_done		-<		rent_refused,		repair_is_done.	
repair_is_done		-<	rent_is_requested.	
┐rent_deposit_transac'on	-<					
																		tenant_short_on_money,	repair_is_done.	
┐repair_is_done	-<	repair_is_requested.	
┐repair_is_done	-<rent_is_requested.	
┐repair_is_requested	-<	stay_unrepaired.	┐repair_is_done	-<	stay_unrepaired.	
Target	Claim	to	be	Assessed	
?	-	rent_receipt			
Clauses	Extracted	from	text	
repair_is_done	-<	rent_refused.	
Facts	from	text	
contact_tenant.	rent_is_requested.	rent_refused.	remind_about_repair.	
three_days_no'ce_is_issued.	
rent_	is_overdue.	stay_unrepaired.	
	



Communicative 
Discourse Tree 

for the 
complaint 
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Dialectical Tree for the claim rent_receipt 
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Evaluation of the overall pipeline: Claim 
Validation 
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•  Recall	is	low	because	in	the	majority	of	cases	the	
invalidity	of	claims	is	due	to	factors	other	than	being	
self-defeated.		

•  Precision	is	rela3vely	high	since	if	a	logical	flaw	in	an	
argument	is	established,	most	likely	the	whole	claim	is	
invalid	because	other	factors	besides	argumenta3on	
(such	as	false	facts)	contribute	as	well.		

•  As	complexity	of	a	complaint	and	its	discourse	tree	
grows,	F1	first	improves	since	more	logical	terms	are	
available	and	then	goes	back	down	as	there	is	a	higher	
chance	of	a	reasoning	error	due	to	a	noisier	input.	

Evaluation Results of the overall pipeline: 
Claim Validation 



Conclusions	
•  We	explored	whether	fake	opinionated	text	have	a	similar	rhetorical	structure	to	text	with	

decep3on,	and	genuine	reviews	have	similar	rhetoric	structure	to	texts	without	decep3on	
•  We	focused	on	interpreta3on	of	discourse	trees	and	explored	ways	to	represent	them	in	a	

form	indica3ve	of	a	decep3on	rather	than	neutral	enumera3on	of	facts.		
•  We	came	up	with	discourse-level	cues	for	decep3on	
•  We	built	and	evaluated	a	machine	learning	framework	for	detec3ng	decep3on	and	

demonstrated	70%	performance	on	the	Ul3mate	Decep3on	dataset	
•  Next	steps:	manually	annotate	the	whole	dataset;	run	further	experiments	to	improve	

precision	in	decep3on	detec3on	task;	for	evalua3on	purposes,	apply	our	detector	to	other	
business	communica3on	datasets	from	the	real	word	

Main	applica3on	area	of	decep3on-free	and	fake	
news-free	content	:	chatbots	

Certain	category	of	people	is	unable	to	lie.	
Discourse	structure	of	what	they	say	is	very	
rudimentary.	Children	with	au3sm	can	be	
specifically	trained	to	lie	



20+	patents	on	applica3ons	of	discourse	trees	
are	filed	



OpenNLP.Similarity	



OpenNLP.SVM	Tree	Kernel	Learner	


